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Copyright in this document is exclusively owned by Tencent Cloud. You must not reproduce, modify, copy

or distribute in any way, in whole or in part, the contents of this document without Tencent Cloud's the

prior written consent.

Trademark Notice

All trademarks associated with Tencent Cloud and its services are owned by Tencent Cloud Computing

(Beijing) Company Limited and its affiliated companies. Trademarks of third parties referred to in this

document are owned by their respective proprietors.

Service Statement

This document is intended to provide users with general information about Tencent Cloud's products and

services only and does not form part of Tencent Cloud's terms and conditions. Tencent Cloud's products

or services are subject to change. Specific products and services and the standards applicable to them are

exclusively provided for in Tencent Cloud's applicable terms and conditions.
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Tencent Cloud Serverless Cloud Function helps you execute your code without the need to purchase and

manage servers. This is an ideal computing platform suitable in many scenarios. You simply need to

compose the core code and configure the execution conditions for the code to be executed on Tencent

Cloud infrastructures automatically and securely.

Changes in Computing Resources

As cloud services develop, computing resources have become highly abstract. Tencent Cloud provides

computing resources across different abstraction levels, from CPMs to cloud functions, for users to choose

from.

CPM: Physical machines are used as expansion units. This approach has the best security, where a user

possesses the entire physical machine as computing resource. Deployment requires several weeks, and

can be used for several years.

CVM: Virtual machines are used as expansion units, in which case hardware devices are virtualized. A

user shares physical machine resources with other tenants, while the user can still configure the metrics

of their CVM. Deployment and iteration are relatively easier. Deployment requires dozens of seconds to

several minutes, and can be used for several years.

Container: Services are used as expansion units, in which case the operation systems are virtualized.

Testing and production use the same environment, which makes testing and deployment extremely

simple.

Serverless Cloud Function: Functions are used as expansion units, in which case the runtime

environment is virtualized. This is currently the smallest unit for computing resources, an excellent

choice for light-weight service development with features such as full-auto, one-click deployment, high

scalability and do on.

What is Serverless?

Serverless doesn't necessarily mean that there is no server. It is just that users no longer need to be

concerned about these underlying resources. Of course, this also means that users cannot log in to the

servers and do not need to think about server optimization. Developers only need to focus on the most

What is Serverless Cloud Function (SCF)?
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important code segments, while skipping all the other complicated and boring works. The code is

completely event-triggered. The platform automatically adjusts service resources in a balanced manner

based on the number of requests, with almost no expansion limit. No resource is run when idle. Stateless

code execution allows quick iteration and deployment.

Tencent Cloud SCF Introduction

Tencent Cloud SCF is a serverless execution environment provided by Tencent Cloud. You simply need to

compose simple cloud functions with sole purposes, then associate them with your Tencent Cloud

infrastructures and events created by other cloud services. 

Users only need to focus on their own code when using cloud functions. Underlying computing resources,

including server CPU, memory, network, and other configuration/resource maintenance works such as

code deployment, auto scaling, load balancing, security update, resource operation status monitoring, are

completely handled by Tencent Cloud. Users only need to provide their code using languages supported

by the platform (currently supported language is Python). This also means that you cannot log in to or

manage the servers, or customize system/environment.

Auto scaling is performed by underlying cloud function components based on the number of requests

when code is executed, achieving service availability and stability under various scenarios with different

request volume (from several requests per day to thousands of requests per second), without the need for

any manual configuration and intervention. Cloud functions are automatically deployed in multiple

availability zones in the region, providing extremely high disaster tolerance. Users only need to pay for

running cloud functions. Code does not incur any service fee when not running.

You can customize when to execute your code. For example, when a file is uploaded to or deleted from a

COS Bucket, when an application calls the code through SDK, or specify the code to be executed

periodically. For this reason, you can use SCF as data process trigger program for COS services and realize

IFTTT logic with ease. You can also construct flexible, periodical automated tasks to replace manual

operations, creating a flexible and controllable software structure.

Tencent Cloud also provides the following services for users to manage their computing resources:

CVM provides instance configurations of different specifications. You can customize the configuration

options for your computing resources such as CPU, memory, operating system, network, security and so

on. However, you need custom policies to achieve cross-zone disaster recovery, resource scaling, etc.

Container Service provides highly extendable container management service which allows you to

schedule containers in your cluster according to resource and availability requirement, to satisfy specific

demand of businesses or applications.

https://cloud.tencent.com/product/cvm
https://cloud.tencent.com/product/ccs
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Container Model During Function Execution

When an event is triggered, SCF executes the functions for you, in which case the platform allocates

resources based on your configuration information (such as memory size), then launches and manages

the container (which is the execution environment for the functions). The SCF platform is responsible for

creation, management and deletion operations for all function execution containers. Users do not have

permission to manage the platform.

It takes some time to launch a container, which creates a delay every time a function is called. However,

you will only notice such delay when a function is called for the first time, is updated, or is called after

being unused for a long time. This is because after a function is called, the platform will keep the

container up for some time to reuse it in subsequent calls, in order to reduce the delay. Calls initiated

during this period will use these retained containers.

The significance of container reuse mechanism:

In the user code, the initialization status of all declarations outside the Execution Method are retained.

These declarations can be directly reused when the function is called again. For example, if you have

already established database connection in your function code, then this connection can be directly

used when the container is reused. You can add logic in your code to check whether a connection

already exists before you create a new connection.

Each container provides certain amount of disk space in the  /tmp  directory. Contents in this directory

are used as temporary caches when a container is kept, in which case the contents are retained and can

be used in multiple calls. When a function is called again, there is a chance that such content can be

directly used. You can add additional code to check if the cache contains data you stored before.

Note: 
Do not assume that container is always reused in your function code. This is because whether a con
tainer is reused depends on each actual call, which may create a new container instead. 

Temporary Disk Space

How Does SCF Work?
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Each serverless cloud function has a temporary disk space of 512 MB in the  /tmp  directory during

execution. Users may write to or read from this space during the execution process, but data in this

directory will not be retained after the execution completes. Thus, if you want to permanently store the

data generated in the execution process, use external persistent storage such as COS or

Redis/Memcached.

Call Type

The SCF platform supports two methods for calling cloud functions:  synchronous  and  asynchronous .

This method is unrelated to the configuration of the function. You can only control it when calling the

function.

For synchronous function call, the platform waits for returned execution result of the function once the

call request is sent.

For asynchronous function call, the platform only sends the request but does not wait for result.

You can define function call method at will in the following scenarios:

Call serverless cloud functions for your composed applications. For synchronous calling, pass the

 invokeType=RequestResponse  parameter in the InvokeFunction API; for asynchronous calling, pass

the  invokeType=Event  parameter.

Calling serverless cloud functions manually (by using API or CLI) for testing purposes. Use the same

parameters as mentioned above.

However if you are using another Tencent Cloud service as event source, the calling method for the cloud

service will be predefined in which case users cannot specify calling method on their own. For example,

COS and timer always call serverless cloud functions asynchronously.

User Limit

Resource limits during the internal trial period are listed in the table below.

Resource Default Limit

Number of functions in a region 20

Number of triggers that can be created at the same time
upon function creation

1
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Resource Default Limit

Number of COS triggers for a function 2

Number of timer triggers for a function 2

Temporary disk capacity (/tmp) 512 MB

Maximum operation time 300 seconds

Size of code package uploaded via console 5 MB

Maximum number of concurrent containers
20. Users may Contact Us to increase
this number.

Number of Concurrent Functions

This means the number of function code operations within any specified time period. Currently, each

published event request executes serverless cloud function for once. So the number of events (number of

requests) published by the triggers affects the number of concurrent functions. You can estimate the total

number of concurrent function instances using the following formula.

Number of requests per second * function operation time (in seconds) 

Assume that a function which handles COS event costs an average of 0.2 second (200 millisecond), and

the COS sends 300 requests to the function per second. In this case, 300*0.2=60 function instances are

generated.

Concurrency Limit

By default, the concurrency for each function is limited to 20 by SCF. You can Contact Us to increase this

number.

A call that causes the function concurrency to exceed the default limit will be blocked and will not by

executed by SCF. Limited calls are handled differently based on the function calling method:

If a synchronous function call is limited, a 429 error will be returned.

If an asynchronous function call is limited, SCF will automatically retry the limited event within a certain

period of time, using a fixed frequency.

https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/9712
https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/9712
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Retry

Your function may fail due to internal limitations such as exceeded max concurrency and insufficient

platform resource. If the function is called synchronously, an error will be directly returned (refer to the

concurrent operation limit described above). If the function is called asynchronously by an internal cloud

service, the call will be automatically placed into a retry queue, and SCF will retry this call.

Operation Environment and Available Library

The current SCF operation environment is based on the following:

Standard CentOS 7.2 image

Python 2.7 runtime environment

You can use the  import  statement to directly import and use the following libraries and dependent

packages in SCF operation environment:

Python Standard Library

Qcloud COS SDK

Qcloud API SDK

http://usyiyi.cn/translate/python_278/library/index.html
https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/436/6275
https://cloud.tencent.com/document/developer-resource/494/7244
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Simple to Use

Low Component Cost

When using SCF, users only need to compose the most important "core code" without being concerned

about the other components such as load balancing, auto scaling, gateway and so on. This greatly

reduces the complexity for constructing service structures.

Auto Scaling

SCF automatically scales in/scales out based on the number of requests without the need for manual

configuration. SCF can always assign a reasonable amount of computing resources automatically to satisfy

your business requirement, be it regular services (such as log statistics) with only several requests each

day, or those with thousands or even tens of thousands of requests every second (such as mobile

application backend).

Efficient, Innovative Development

Accelerated Development

SCF does not require certain frameworks or dependent elements, thus developers can focus on

developing their core code. At the same time, developers may establish multiple teams. The members who

develop a certain module do not need to understand the code details of other teams. Independent

development and iteration have become faster than ever, allowing users to seize the best chances to

launch their products.

Reusing Third-Party Services

You can use SCF to compose logically separated business modules with sole purposes, which is completely

possible to achieve by reusing established third-party code. For example, realize login module by using

oAuth.

Simplified OPS

Each function is executed, deployed and scaled independently. The functions can be automatically

deployed once users upload their code, avoiding deployment and upgrade difficulties of monolith

applications.

Product Advantages
Last updated：2018-08-28 11:27:11
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Stable and Reliable

Highly Available Deployment

SCF automatically and randomly chooses available zones in each region to run. When a certain availability

zone goes down due to disaster or power failure, infrastructures in another availability zone will be

automatically chosen for the cloud function to run, eliminating the failure risk when function only runs in

a single availability zone.

Working Together with Other Computing Services

Permanent workload can be hosted by CVMs, and event-triggered workload can be hosted using SCF.

Different cloud services can be used to satisfy different business scenarios and demands, making your

service structure more robust.

Simplified Management

Simplified Security Configuration

Users do not need to perform complex configuration and management work regarding OS intrusion,

login risk, file system security, network security and port listening, everything is handled by the platform,

which ensures that every user is separated via customized containers.

Visualized Management

Users can directly manage their function code and determine when to execute the functions (function

triggers) from the console, as well as deploy and test the functions without the need for complicated

configuration files.

Greatly Reduced Cost

No Service Fee When Idle

No service fee is charged when functions stay idle. This greatly reduces cost for non-permanent business

processes. When functions are running, service fee is determined by number of requests and how long the

computing resources have been running. This pricing advantage is exceptionally friendly to starter

developers.


